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(A a (x, u(t), • • • , D m u(t)), D«v(t))dt is well defined. (We recall that (w, u) is the LMnner product on £2.) Let
( I v is continuous from S to V, ) Fo = <v\ } ( \v is C 1 from S to Z«(Û), q = p(p ~ l)" 1 ,
\Ku,v)\£c(u)\\v\\.
Hence there exists a unique element LQU in (L P (S, V))* such that
DEFINITION. L is the closed densely-defined linear operator from L*(S, V) to (L*(S, V))* which is the closure of L 0 .
VARIATIONAL PARABOLIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM. Given /e(i p (5, 7))*, to find u in L*(S, V) with uED(L) such that
for all v in Z>(S, V).
THEOREM 1. Suppose A(t) satisfies Assumption I and both of the following conditions:
(a) For all u, vGL>(S, V),
(
b) There exists a non-negative function c(r) with c(r)->+ oo as r~~>+ °° such that
Reh (u,u) 
